
Google Find it for Me



Find it for me
“Imagine a mobile app that enables you to impulsively identify and purchase a garment 
or accessory that you see in real life. Design an end-to-end flow covering the experience 
from the moment of awareness to purchase completion.”

Find this garment - Google design exercise



user/scenario



Find it for me
Get something that you see in real life.

User goal 



Find it for me

User profile 

Amy is office manager and receptionist at a local health clinic in Chicago. 
She is a 32 yr. old female. Open, friendly, informal. Very sociable within 
her existing circle of friends. Married but no children. 

Amy commutes to her job in the city by rapid transit and while 
commuting, spends her time online, reading emails and editing her 
Facebook profile. As she walks to her clinic, Amy will use her Nexus 5 
Phone or Nexus 7 Tablet to view tasks to prepare for her day. 

While commuting on the train or walking to her job, Amy often notices 
cool fashions other commuters are wearing. If the opportunity arises, 
Amy will strike up a conversation with someone who is wearing a great 
looking hat, scarf, jacket or shoes to find out where they got that item. 
However, that’s not always practical, as people are often busy with their 
own thoughts as they rush to get from here to there.



Find it for me
While walking from the transit center to her job, Amy sees a girl walking down the street 
wearing a very cool pair of mid-calf bright yellow boots. Amy pulls out her device, opens the 
Camera app and enables the object detection feature known as Find it for Me. In the camera 
viewfinder, Amy focuses on the girl’s boots and sees a green active rectangle appear around 
the boots. Amy taps the green rectangle and instantly sees a Finding it now… message. 

As soon as the message stops, she sees a list of yellow boots of various styles from various 
merchants. Amy taps on a style she likes and sees a details page with more information 
showing available sizes, colors and prices. 

From the details page, Amy chooses her size and taps on the BUY NOW button to start the 
purchase flow. In a day or two, Amy will be styling in her own pair of bright yellow boots! 

User scenario



assumptions



Find it for me
Primary assumptions are around the advancement of accurate object 
recognition capabilities, combining edge detection with detail recognition 
within the shape, adding the ability to tag search characteristics of the 
object, along with color and size algorithms. 

Can the technology analyze shapes and identify primary characteristics 
with speed and accuracy?

Currently, Google Googles seems limited in the types of objects it can 
detect with accuracy. Can technology catch up so the types of objects 
detected are unlimited? 

(I took this capture of a Starbucks coffee cup and the Starbucks logo was the 
only shape detected). 

Can we have constant object detection and search that will not require a 
major hit on the users WIFI data package? 

Can it do all of these things without a major hit to device horsepower?

Technical assumptions



interaction flowchart
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Find it for Me scenario



ENABLE

Devices will ship with Find it for Me 
functionality already include in the 
core camera experience.



ENABLE

Users can enable Find it for Me as 
needed so they won’t need to jump to 
another app or have object detection 
pinging at all times, draining battery 
life and Wi-Fi data plans. 



ENABLE

Users can enable Find it for Me as 
needed so they won’t need to jump to 
another app or have object detection 
pinging at all times, draining battery 
life and Wi-Fi data plans. 



ENABLE

Activating Find it for Me. Tapping on 
this icon will turn off the highlighted 
Camera icon, even though Amy is still 
in the core camera experience.



ENABLE

Amy sees a confirmation that she 
entered into a new camera based 
experience.

Find it for Me is active



ACTIVE

Object recognition is now active and 
looking for objects to identify. In this 
flow, the viewfinder is showing a live 
image. 



INTERPRETING

The yellow boots are highlighted as an 
indication that the shapes are 
analyzed and identifiable.

Find it for Me settings could offer the 
choice between detecting all shapes 
on the screen (slower) or detecting 
only the area I tap (faster).



SELECTION

Tapping/clicking on or in a detected 
object area starts the Find it for Me 
search process.  



SEARCHING

Google’s extensive Search capabilities 
are primary to this concept.

Finding it now…



West Blvd Mid Calf
By West Blvd

EXPLORE

Kamik Heidi Rain
By Kamik

EXPLORE

Puddles Mid-Rise
By Forever Young Inc

Short Wellington
By Hunter

EXPLORE

EXPLORE

MORE

Find it for Me

IN-CONTEXT RESULTS

Search results are displayed using the 
Material Design Card Component 
surface. The UI surface slides in from 
the right. 

The top four matches are displayed. 
Amy can also use the MORE button to 
expose additional results in full screen 
mode.

Amy can save a result for later, share a 
result or use Voice or Text search to 
refine the results or search for 
something new. 



West Blvd Mid Calf
By West Blvd

EXPLORE

Kamik Heidi Rain
By Kamik

EXPLORE

Puddles Mid-Rise
By Forever Young Inc

Short Wellington
By Hunter

EXPLORE

EXPLORE

MORE

Find it for Me

IN-CONTEXT RESULTS

Tapping/clicking on a result will open 
a details surface.



West Blvd Women's Mid Calf
Rain Boots
By West Blvd

Find it for Me

PURCHASE

Amy can use the back arrow to return 
to the initial results or close the in-
context surface.

The SHOP button will take you to a 
merchant selection and purchase 
flow.  

$44.95 SHOP

US Shoe Size (Women’s)

Color



Find it for me alternative scenario



ENABLE

This alternate scenario starts with the 
same premise as the initial scenario. 

Object detection is active and Amy 
taps on the rectangle area.



ENABLE

This alternate scenario starts with the 
same premise as the initial scenario. 

Object detection is active and Amy 
taps on the rectangle area.



IMAGE CAPTURE

The tap/click takes a photo capture of 
the screen image and crops on the 
object of focus (boots). 



DETECTION ON IMAGE

A thumbnail appears on the camera 
surface to confirm identification was 
successful. 



DETECTION ON IMAGE

Tapping or clicking on the thumbnail 
opens the search results pane.



RESULTS

Full screen results. Amy can save a 
result for later, share a result or use 
Voice or Text search to refine the 
results or search for something new. 

Find it for Me

Women’s Yellow Mid Boots

Gold Mid-Calf Rubber Rain
$48.99 - Forever Young Inc

Casual Mid-Calf
$27.99 - JJsHouse.com

Baffin Marsh Mid Pull-On
$84.95 - 2 stores

Almond Toe Stiletto Heel
$69.99 - milanoo.com



extended scenarios 



Digital Mannequin

This design exercise was to imagine 
an app the can “identify and purchase a 
garment or accessory that you see in 
real life”.

Imagine a scenario where the objects 
captured using Find it for Me can be 
used in other ways.

I’d love to share my ideas around 
extended scenarios when we meet for 
an on-site interview.



Virtual Mirror

This design exercise was to imagine 
an app the can “identify and purchase a 
garment or accessory that you see in 
real life”.

Imagine a scenario where the objects 
captured using Find it for me can be 
used in other ways.

I’d love to share my ideas around 
extended scenarios when we meet for 
an on-site interview.



project framing



Sketching ideas before you 
step to a computer

I initially started to frame the Garage 
Sale Helper exercise. I had some 
interesting ideas, but the Find my 
Garment exercise kept calling to me.

Although there are apps already out 

there utilizing this technology (Google 

Googles and CamFind), the idea of 

imagining an in-context flow that uses 

image recognition/image search was 

very compelling.



Sticky note interaction flow

My IKEA storage cabinet really helped 
as a interaction flow holder.  



Explorations

Sketching in-context concepts as well 
as flows that take the user out of 
context (full screen results)



Find it for me on the phone 



research 



When you’re ready come and 
get it

eBay kicked off a global brand 
campaign called "Shop the World" on 
Monday, October 13, 2014.

Patrick: To me, this video best 
illustrates the Find it for Me concept; 
the magic of finding objects of desire 
that begin with a tap or a click on 
something and end up as products 
that end-users enjoy. 

https://www.youtube.com/v/nOdwlff_2

Zs?wmode=transparent&fs=1&hl=en&

modestbranding=1&iv_load_policy=3&

showsearch=0&rel=0&theme=dark&h

d=1&autoplay=1

https://www.youtube.com/v/nOdwlff_2Zs?wmode=transparent&fs=1&hl=en&modestbranding=1&iv_load_policy=3&showsearch=0&rel=0&theme=dark&hd=1&autoplay=1


Apps explored

Google Play

OpenCV Manager

OpenCV Movement Detect

2d object recognition

Face detection

Google Googles

iTunes

TinyScan 

Shpock boot sale & classifieds app for 
beautiful things

CamFind



Google Googles

Search by taking a picture: point your 
mobile phone camera at a painting, a 
famous landmark, a barcode or QR code, a 
product, or a popular image. If Goggles 
finds it in its database, it will provide you 
with useful information. Goggles can read 
text in English, French, Italian, German, 
Spanish, Portuguese, Russian, and 
Turkish, and translate it into other 
languages. Goggles also works as a 
barcode / QR code scanner.

https://support.google.com/websearch/ans

wer/166331?hl=en

https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/166331?hl=en


iOS CamFind

People are using smartphones and tablets 
to have the Internet at their fingertips 
while they’re on the go, not while they’re 
sitting at the office. That’s why we’re 
going to revolutionize the way you interact 
with the world around you with a whole 
new way to discover and learn.

Fast, accurate mobile visual search is the 
future, and we’ve got to admit the future 
looks bright. CamFind provides fast, 
accurate results with no typing necessary. 
Snap a picture, learn more. That’s it. In 
addition, developers can now access our 
fast and accurate image recognition API
for reverse image search and to build their 
own apps.

http://camfindapp.com/

http://camfindapp.com/api
http://camfindapp.com/


Google's object recognition 
can spot everything in your 
living room

Automatic object recognition in images is 
currently tricky. Even if a computer has 
the help of smart algorithms and human 
assistants, it may not catch everything in a 
given scene. Google might change that 
soon, though; it just detailed a new 
detection system that can easily spot lots 
of objects in a scene, even if they're partly 
obscured. 

The key is a neural network that can 
rapidly refine the criteria it's looking for 
without requiring a lot of extra computing 
power. The result is a far deeper scanning 
system that can both identify more 
objects and make better guesses -- it can 
spot tons of items in a living room, 
including a flying cat. The technology is 
still young, but the internet giant sees its 
recognition breakthrough helping 
everything from image searches through 
to self-driving cars.

http://www.engadget.com/2014/09/08/goo

gle-details-object-recognition-tech/

http://www.engadget.com/2014/01/15/image-algorithm-can-recognize-objects-without-any-human-help/
http://www.engadget.com/2013/11/21/carnegie-mellon-image-learning-computer/
http://googleresearch.blogspot.com/2014/09/building-deeper-understanding-of-images.html
http://www.engadget.com/2013/09/20/facebook-developing-ai-to-find-deeper-meaning-in-feeds/
http://www.engadget.com/2013/05/23/google-plus-image-search/
http://www.engadget.com/2014/05/27/google-whips-up-its-own-self-driving-vehicles-that-ditch-things/
http://www.engadget.com/2014/09/08/google-details-object-recognition-tech/


Object recognition methods 
in computer vision

Object recognition is a process for 
identifying a specific object in a digital 
image or video. Object recognition 
algorithms rely on matching, learning, 
or pattern recognition algorithms 
using appearance-based or feature-
based techniques. Common 
techniques include edges, gradients, 
wavelets, and linear binary patterns. 

Object recognition is useful in 
applications such as video 
stabilization, automated vehicle 
parking systems, and cell counting in 
bioimaging.

http://www.mathworks.com/help/visi
on/examples/face-detection-and-
tracking-using-camshift.html

http://www.mathworks.com/discovery/pattern-recognition.html
http://www.mathworks.com/discovery/feature-extraction.html
http://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/examples/face-detection-and-tracking-using-camshift.html


Carnegie Mellon computer 
learns common sense 
through pictures, shows what 
it's thinking

Humans have a knack for making visual 
associations, but computers don't have it 
so easy; we often have to tell them what 
they see. Carnegie Mellon's recently 
launched Never Ending Image Learner
(NEIL) supercomputer bucks that trend by 
forming those connections itself. Building 
on the university's earlier NELL research, 
the 200-core cluster scours the internet 
for images and defines objects based on 
the common attributes that it finds. 

http://www.engadget.com/2013/11/21/carn

egie-mellon-image-learning-computer/

http://www.engadget.com/2011/09/15/google-goggles-android-update-makes-your-vacation-photos-slightl/
http://www.engadget.com/2012/10/27/butlers-lunar-rovers-snakes-and-airboats/
http://www.neil-kb.com/
http://www.engadget.com/2010/10/12/nell-machine-learning-system-could-easily-beat-you-at-trivial-pu/
http://www.engadget.com/2013/11/21/carnegie-mellon-image-learning-computer/


Object Detection In A 
Cluttered Scene Using Point 
Feature Matching

This method of object detection works 
best for objects that exhibit non-repeating 
texture patterns, which give rise to unique 
feature matches. This technique is not 
likely to work well for uniformly-colored 
objects, or for objects containing 
repeating patterns. Note that this 
algorithm is designed for detecting a 
specific object, for example, the elephant 
in the reference image, rather than any 
elephant. For detecting objects of a 
particular category, such as people or 
faces, 

http://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/
examples/object-detection-in-a-cluttered-
scene-using-point-feature-matching.html

http://www.mathworks.com/help/vision/examples/object-detection-in-a-cluttered-scene-using-point-feature-matching.html


thank you!
patrickwujcik.com


